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6 Abstract—Learning predictivemodels in new domains with scarce training data is a growing challenge inmodern supervised learning

7 scenarios. This incentivizes developing domain adaptationmethods that leverage the knowledge in known domains (source) and adapt to

8 new domains (target) with a different probability distribution. This becomesmore challenging when the source and target domains are in

9 heterogeneous feature spaces, known as heterogeneous domain adaptation (HDA).Whilemost HDAmethods utilizemathematical

10 optimization tomap source and target data to a common space, they suffer from low transferability. Neural representations have proven to

11 bemore transferable; however, they aremainly designed for homogeneous environments. Drawing on the theory of domain adaptation, we

12 propose a novel framework, HeterogeneousAdversarial Neural Domain Adaptation (HANDA), to effectively maximize the transferability in

13 heterogeneous environments. HANDA conducts feature and distribution alignment in a unified neural network architecture and achieves

14 domain invariance through adversarial kernel learning. Three experimentswere conducted to evaluate the performance against the

15 state-of-the-art HDAmethods onmajor image and text e-commerce benchmarks. HANDA shows statistically significant improvement in

16 predictive performance. The practical utility of HANDAwas shown in real-world darkweb onlinemarkets. HANDA is an important step

17 towards successful domain adaptation in e-commerce applications.

18 Index Terms—Domain adaptation, adversarial kernel learning, dictionary learning, maximum mean discrepancy, transfer learning

Ç

19 1 INTRODUCTION

20 LEARNING predictive models in new domains that lack
21 enough training data has arisen as a challenge in super-
22 vised learning. This forms a strong motivation for transfer-
23 ring knowledge from common domains (source) to unknown
24 domains (target), often known as Domain Adaptation (DA)
25 [1], [2], [3]. DA requires less supervision since it often oper-
26 ates with few labeled samples in the target domain. A practi-
27 cal example would be utilizing labeled user-generated
28 content in legal e-commerce platforms (e.g., Amazon, eBay)
29 to recognize unseen content in a new market and improve
30 product search and indexing [4]. The same scenario applies

31to dark web e-commerce platforms (e.g., Dream Market and
32Russian Silk Road) in cybersecurity applications.
33DA is a branch of transfer learning (TL) addressing two
34major issues: distribution divergence and feature discrep-
35ancy [5]. The former arises because source domain samples
36admit a different distribution than that of the target domain.
37The latter occurs when source and target samples are
38expressed in different feature spaces. Most studies focus on
39the first issue, in which data distributions of source and tar-
40get are different while samples are in the same feature space.
41Also known as homogeneous domain adaptation, this
42approach is not sufficient to address real-world scenarios.
43Addressing both issues is significantly challenging and has
44emerged as a new field calledHeterogeneous Domain Adap-
45tation (HDA). In most HDA scenarios, labeled datasets are
46available from a known source, while the target domain suf-
47fers from a lack of labeled data (Fig. 1) [6], [7].
48Most HDA methods use mathematical optimization (e.g.,
49convex optimization) or linear methods (e.g., linear discrimi-
50nant analysis) to find common underlying representations
51from source and target [5], [8], [9]. These representations
52could be less transferable for DA [10]. Neural representations
53have shown promise in DA due to their ability to automati-
54cally extract transferable features [11]. Transferable features
55are intermediate representations that are domain invariant
56[12], [13] and, thus, instrumental to successful DA [7]. Adver-
57sarial Neural Domain Adaptation (ANDA) is a promising
58direction to obtain domain-invariant representations [13],
59which leverages a game theory-based learning scheme [14]
60to obtain high-quality representations. As a subcategory of
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61 DA, existing ANDA methods often address homogeneous
62 domain adaptation [5]. However, heterogeneous sources of
63 user-generated content are very common on e-commerce
64 platforms (e.g., multilingual text or product images with dif-
65 ferent representations). We present a novel ANDA frame-
66 work to extract transferable domain-invariant representations
67 from heterogeneous domains. This framework extends
68 ANDA to heterogeneous domains by employing an inverse
69 problem-solvingmethod known as dictionary learning tomit-
70 igate the feature discrepancy. It also alleviates the distribution
71 divergence between source and target in an adversarial
72 manner. Our proposed method significantly improves the
73 performance of text classification and image recognition in
74 e-commerce applications.

75 2 RELATED WORK

76 DA is a special case of TL. The goal of TL is to use the knowl-
77 edge obtained from a resource-rich domain or task (i.e.,
78 source) to help a task or domain with insufficient training
79 data (i.e., target) [15]. The domain consists of feature space
80 and data probability distribution [16]. The task is a function
81 that can be learned on a domain to map the data to a corre-
82 sponding label space. Inmany practical cases, the source and
83 target tasks are often the same, while the domains vary.
84 Hence, the source domain model often needs to be adapted
85 to the target domain. For instance, in cybersecurity applica-
86 tions, a task could be determining if a dark net market prod-
87 uct is cybersecurity-related when the domains are English
88 (source) and Russian (target) product descriptions in the
89 dark web. DA aims to transfer the knowledge to perform the
90 same task in different source and target domains [17]. This
91 requires reducing the distribution divergence and feature
92 discrepancy in the source and target domains [5], [17]. Most
93 DAmethods only focus on alleviating the distribution diver-
94 gence (i.e., homogeneous DA) [11], [18], [19], [20]. Homoge-
95 nous DA does not apply to heterogeneous domains where
96 the data dimensions and features are different. In contrast,
97 Heterogeneous DA (HDA) is intended to reduce both feature
98 discrepancy and distribution divergence.

99 2.1 Heterogeneous Domain Adaptation (HDA)

100 HDA aims to perform the adaptation when the source and
101 target domains are in different feature spaces. HDA meth-
102 ods often map features in the source and target to a common
103 space using mathematical objective function optimization or
104 a linear projection from source to target domain [5], [8], [9],
105 [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]. These features tend to be

106less transferable than representations obtained from neural
107networks for domain adaptation [28], [29]. A taxonomy of
108selected major HDAmethods is provided in Table 1.
109As seen in the taxonomy, most HDA approaches obtain
110feature representations based on mathematical optimization
111and linear mapping, and few studies utilize neural network-
112based representations to accomplish HDA. Most extant
113methods cast the HDA objective into an optimization prob-
114lem aimed at mapping source and target to a common fea-
115ture space without promoting domain invariance between
116source and target, resulting in limited improvement in the
117transferability of the source model to the target domain.
118Next, we review the effective methods to attain domain
119invariance and position our study within the body of the
120relatedwork.

1212.2 Adversarial Neural Domain Adaptation (ANDA)

122One promising direction to achieve domain invariance in DA
123is to map source and target samples into a ‘common latent
124space,’ inwhich source and target representations of the same
125class are close to each other [30], [31]. Recently, adversarial
126learning has shown promise in providing domain-invariant
127representations without ‘pair alignment,’ eliminating the
128need for manually establishing sample correspondence in
129source and target [6], [10]. Adversarial learning is a game-the-
130oretic approach for simultaneously training two competing
131components, generator and discriminator [32], which yields
132state-of-the-art performance in homogeneous DA [11]. When
133utilized in DA, the generator is trained to create representa-
134tions that mimic both source and target distribution, and the
135discriminator is tasked to distinguish the source data from the
136target data created by the generator. ANDA generates adver-
137sarially learned domain-invariant representations from
138source and target that are suitable for domain adaptation [13].
139These representations are useful in tasks such as text classifi-
140cation [12], [33], [34], character recognition [6], [7], [10], [35],
141[36], or image classification [11], [13], [37], [38], [39] on a vari-
142ety of datasets such as English Amazon reviews, handwritten
143digits, and face images. However, existing ANDA methods
144mostly operate on sources and targets with homogeneous
145feature spaces and do not address heterogeneous domain
146adaptation. This restricts the applicability of DA in real-world
147applications where the source and target domains are both
148relevant to a task but do not share the same feature
149representation.

1502.3 Research Positioning

151While ANDA can address the transferability issue, most
152ANDA frameworks consider homogeneous feature spaces.
153Given the heterogeneity of user-generated content (e.g., mul-
154tilingual text, diverse image representations), these issues
155undermine the applicability of DA to emerging applications
156such as e-commerece or cybersecurity. To highlight the posi-
157tion of our proposed method, we categorize major DA work
158in two dimensions (Table 2). The horizontal dimension dif-
159ferentiates DA methods supporting heterogeneous features.
160The vertical dimension distinguishes between DA methods
161that generate neural representations and the others. Among
162homogeneous studies, methods relying on mathematical
163optimization include Support and Model Shift (SMS) [20],

Fig. 1. Illustrating HDA with distribution divergence and feature discrep-
ancy. Three product categories are represented by different features
and distributions in the source and target domains.
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164 Joint Distribution Adaptation (JDA) [18], and Transfer Com-
165 ponent Analysis (TCA) [19]. Recent homogeneous methods
166 such as Symmetric Networks (SymNets) [39], Domain
167 Adaptation Network (DAN) [11], Symmetric Bi-directional
168 ADAptive GAN (SBADA-GAN) [36], Auxiliary Classifier
169 GAN (AC-GAN) [38], Adversarial Discriminative Domain
170 Adaptation (ADDA), and Cycle Consistent Adversarial
171 DomainAdaptation (CYCADA) [6] support neural represen-
172 tations (the bottom left quadrant). Heterogeneous methods
173 (the top right and bottom right quadrants) were recognized
174 in Section 2.1. Little has been done to provide a solution that
175 yields neural representations from heterogeneous domains
176 (the bottom right quadrant).
177 Two extant neural representation-basedHDAmethods are
178 recognized as alternatives for our proposed model: Transfer
179 Neural Trees (TNT) [28] andHeterogeneous DomainAdapta-
180 tionNetwork based onAutoencoder (HDANA) [29]. TNT is a
181 tree-based neural network architecture focused on conduct-
182 ing HDA via obtaining corresponding pairs in source and tar-
183 get domains and does not offer distribution alignment.
184 HDANA is a deep autoencoder architecture addressing the
185 distribution alignment with a fixed distribution divergence
186 kernel, which may result in lack of domain invariance. Both
187 these issues can lead to performance loss. To remedy these
188 issues, our model introduces a novel HDA framework that
189 enables both feature and distribution alignment in a uni-
190 fied neural network architecture with enhanced domain
191 invariance. It utilizes dictionary learning and

192nonparametric adversarial kernel matching to achieve
193these goals without relying on a fixed kernel for distribu-
194tion matching. Our model contributes to obtaining high-
195quality representations from heterogeneous domains,
196which are useful in downstream tasks such as multilingual
197text classification and image recognition.

1983 BACKGROUND FOR PROPOSED MODEL

1993.1 Model Preliminaries

200Let Ds ¼ fX s; P ðXs; ysÞg and Dt ¼ fX t; QðXt; ytÞg denote
201the source and target domains, each comprises feature
202spaces X s and X t and distributions P , Q over the source
203and target samples, respectively. The source data Xs ¼
204fxs

i ; y
s
ignsi¼1 includes labeled data sampled from distribution

205P . The target dataXt ¼ fxt
ignti¼1 is sampled from distribution

206Q and contains both labeled data fðxL
i ; y

L
i ÞgnLi¼1 � Q and

207unlabeled data fðxU
i ÞgnUi¼1 � Q. HDA aims to help a classifi-

208cation task in the target domain by using the source domain
209data when not only is P 6¼ Q, but X s 6¼ X t. To achieve this,
210we present a neural network architecture to approximate a
211hypothesis hðxÞ that not only minimizes the discrepancy
212betweenXs andXt as well as the divergence between distri-
213butions P and Q, but also minimizes the error of assigning
214target labels �tðhðxÞÞ, using source domain data and only a
215small number of labeled target data. DA models need to be
216generalizable to unseen domains in order to reduce the tar-
217get generalization error �tðhÞ [11]. Accordingly, we draw on
218the domain adaptation theory to identify the generalization
219error bound of the target [40], [41] and inform the compo-
220nents of our proposed model. For any hypothesis space H
221and a fixed representation function the expected target error
222is bounded by Theorem 1.
223Theorem 1 [41]: Let Xs and Xt represent samples drawn
224from P and Q, the source and target domain distributions,
225respectively. For any d 2 ð0; 1Þ, with probability at least 1� d

226(over the choice of the samples), for every hypothesis h 2 H:

�tðhÞ � �̂sðhÞ þ d̂HðXs;XtÞ þ �sðh�Þ þ �tðh�Þ þ C (1)
228228

229

TABLE 2
Positioning Our Proposed Method in DA Research

Homogeneous Heterogeneous

Mathematical
Optimization

SMS [20], JDA [18],
TCA [19]

PA [5], CDM [8], G-JDA
[21], CDLS [23], SHFA

[26], MMDT [27]

Neural
Representation

SymNets [39], DAN [11],
CYCADA [6], AC-GAN
[38], SBADA-GAN [36],

ADDA [13]

HDANA [29], TNT [28],
Our proposed model

TABLE 1
A Taxonomy of Major HDA Methods

Method Method Category Task Testbed

Discriminative Joint Distribution

Adaptation (DJDA) [9]

Objective function optimization Low-resolution image recognition Face images

HDA Network based on Autoencoder

(HDANA) [29]

Stacked autoencoder Image recognition Newswire articles, product images

Progressive Alignment (PA) [5] Objective function optimization Multilingual text and image recognition Newswire articles, product images

Cross-Domain Mapping (CDM) [8] Linear discriminant analysis Multilingual text and image recognition Newswire articles, product images

Invariant Latent Space (ILS) [22] Kernel matching and optimization Image and face recognition Product and face images

Cross-Domain Landmark Selection

(CDLS) [23]

Objective function optimization Image recognition Product images

Transfer Neural Trees (TNT) [28] Neural decision forest Image recognition Product images

Generalized Joint Distribution

Adaptation (G-JDA) [21]

Objective function optimization Image recognition and multilingual

text classification

Newswire articles, product images

SupervisedKernelMatching (SSKM) [24] Kernel matching and optimization Text and sentiment classification Product reviews, newswire articles

Sparse Heterogeneous Feature

Representation (SHFR) [25]

Objective function optimization Text and sentiment classification Newswire articles

Semi-supervised Heterogeneous Feature

Augmentation (SHFA) [26]

Convex function optimization Text and sentiment classification,

Image recognition

Product reviews, newswire articles

Max-Margin Domain Transforms

(MMDT) [27]

Objective function optimization Image recognition Product images
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230 where �̂sðhÞ is the empirical source training error,
231 �sðh�Þ þ �tðh�Þ is the combined error of the ideal hypothesis
232 in both domains, and C is a constant given in (2):

C ¼ 4

m

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dlog

2em

d

� �
þ log

4

d

� �s
þ 4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dlog ð2m0Þ þ logð4

d
Þ

m0

s

(2)
234234

235

236 where e is the base for the natural logarithm, d is the VC-
237 dimension of the hypothesis space, m denotes labeled sam-
238 ple size in source, and m0 is the unlabeled sample size. As
239 seen in (2), C only depends on the properties of the hypoth-
240 esis space (i.e., VC-dimension and sample sizes), rather
241 than the choice of samples. Assuming that the combined
242 error of the ideal hypothesis �sðh�Þ þ �tðh�Þ is small for a rea-
243 sonable representation, the bound in Theorem 1 depends on
244 the first and second terms in the RHS of (1). It is expected
245 that an effective DA model reduces these two terms and,
246 thus, the target generalization error �tðhÞ. The first error
247 term �̂sðhÞ can be reduced by learning shared representa-
248 tions from source and target [41], which requires aligning
249 feature representations when the domains are heteroge-
250 neous. The second term denotes the empiricalH-divergence
251 between the source and target distributions [40]:

d̂HðXs;XtÞ , 2

 
1�min

h2H

(
1

m0
X

x:hðxÞ¼0
1½x 2 Xs�

þ 1

m0
X

x:hðxÞ¼1
1½x 2 Xt�

)!
(3Þ

253253

254

255 where 1 is an indicator function that returns 1 when its
256 argument is true and 0 otherwise. Long et al. [11] show that
257 the minimization term in (3) is bounded by the Maximum
258 Mean Discrepancy (MMD) distance under kernel k [42].
259 Thus, (1) can be re-written as:

�tðhÞ � �̂sðhÞ þ 2ð1þDkðXs;XtÞÞ þ �þ C (4)261261

262

263 whereDkð:Þ denotes the MMD distance in a Reproducing
264 Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS) with kernel k [42]. The second
265 term in (4) can be reduced by distribution kernel matching,
266 aiming to minimize the distance of the source and target
267 distribution.
268 To minimize these two terms, next we discuss dictionary
269 learning as a promising approach to reduce �̂sðhÞ, which
270 addresses feature discrepancy by translating source and tar-
271 get features to a common space. Subsequently, to reduce the
272 H-divergence between the source and target, we discuss dis-
273 tribution kernel matching and adversarial kernel learning.

274 3.2 Dictionary Learning: Reducing �̂sðhÞ�̂sðhÞ
275 A viable approach to align representations can be devised
276 based on dictionary learning [5]. Dictionary learning is an
277 inverse problem that aims to decompose a given data matrix
278 X into a dictionary spaceD and a coefficient matrixR, which
279 denotes the representation ofX underD, by optimizing (5):

min
D;R

X �DRk k2Fþ� Rk k1;
s.t. dik k2� 1;8i 2 1; . . . ; k (5Þ281281

282

283where F denotes the Frobenius norm measuring recon-
284struction error and di is the ith column in D. Unlike other
285matrix factorization methods dictionary learning can pro-
286mote sparsity in the coefficient matrix, resulting in extract-
287ing only salient features from the input. Dictionary learning
288has been successfully applied to signal [43] and image [5]
289processing, contributing to reducing the dimensionality of
290the input data while preserving the salient features. Sharing
291the dictionary D between the source (Xs) and the target
292domain (Xt) forces the new representations to be projected
293to ] space [5].

min
D;Rs;Rt

Xs �DRsk k2Fþ Xt �DRt
�� ��2

F
þ� Rk k1

s.t. dik k2� 1; R ¼ ½Rs;Rt� (6Þ 295295

296

297While this is useful in DA for aligning features, traditional
298dictionary learning ignores label information since it is not
299naturally designed for classification tasks often encountered
300in e-commerce applications.We aremotivated to incorporate
301the dictionary learning objective function in a neural net-
302work architecture that can jointly learn a classification task
303such that it is possible to take advantage of labeled data in
304both the source and target domains.

3053.3 Distribution Kernel Matching and Adversarial

306Kernel Learning: Reducing D̂HðXs;XtÞD̂HðXs;XtÞ
307DA requires measuring the distribution divergence between
308source and target. This could be successfully achieved by
309defining a two-sample test statistic on source and target
310[44]. Two types of test statistics for DA are parametric and
311nonparametric. Parametric statistics measure the similarity
312of the density functions in source and target (e.g., Kullback-
313Leibler divergence) [45], [46]. Nonparametric statistics mea-
314sure the distance of kernels rather than the actual densities.
315This requires the distributions to be treated as functions in
316RKHS [42]. Nonparametric distribution kernel matching
317methods are often preferred for DA since they circumvent
318intractable density estimation [11]. Among nonparametric
319kernel matching methods, Maximum Mean Discrepancy
320(MMD) is the most widely used for DA [29], [47]. MMD
321measures the divergence based on the distance D between
322source and target domain dataXs � P andXt � Q.

DkðXs;XtÞ , Exs ½fkðxsÞ� � Ext ½fkðxtÞ��� ��2
Hk

(7)
324324

325

326where fkð:Þ is a featuremapping from inputs to an embed-
327ding in the Hilbert space Hk characterized by kernel k.
328MMD’s test power is extremely sensitive to the choice of
329mapping fk [48], [49], which could negatively affect the dis-
330tribution alignment performance. Adversarial kernel learn-
331ing can address this issue by facilitating finding the proper
332kernel that maximizes the test power of MMD [44]. Such a
333kernel helps align the distributions in source and target with-
334out establishing sample correspondence. To this end, the
335mapping f in MMD can be optimized via adversarial kernel
336learning [44]. However, extant adversarial kernel learning
337methods are not designed for heterogeneous domains.
338Inspired by the recent advances, we employ adversarial
339kernel learning for HDA. This enables benefiting from the
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340 nonparametric property of MMD while improving the test
341 power via adversarial learning.

342 4 PROPOSED MODEL: HETEROGENOUS

343 ADVERSARIAL NEURAL DOMAIN ADAPTATION

344 (HANDA)

345 Informed by the effect of �̂sðhÞ and d̂Hð ~Xs; ~XtÞ on reducing
346 �tðhÞ, we incorporate dictionary learning and adversarial
347 kernel matching in a unified architecture that reduces the
348 generalization error bound on any given domain adaptation
349 problem. Accordingly, our proposed model integrates three
350 components, each targeting an adaptation challenge in
351 HDA. Fig. 2 shows the integration of these three components
352 in our model, Heterogeneous Adversarial Neural Domain
353 Adaptation (HANDA). The first component is a shared dic-
354 tionary learning (SDL) approach that targets alleviating fea-
355 ture discrepancy via projecting heterogeneous features into
356 a common latent space and is associated with minimizing a
357 reconstruction loss LSDL. The second component is a non-
358 parametric adversarial kernel matching method, which aims
359 to reduce the distribution divergence by combining the non-
360 parametric benefits of MMD and flexibility of kernel choices
361 in adversarial learning. This component is associated with
362 minimizing an adversarial loss denoted by LAdv. Finally, the
363 third HANDA’s component is a shared classifier in source
364 and target that targets limited labeled data in the target
365 domain by exploiting labeled samples in both the source and
366 target domain. This component yields the classifier hðxÞ as
367 the ultimate goal of HDA and is associated with minimizing
368 the classification lossLC .
369 While shared dictionary learning aligns heterogeneous
370 features in a common latent space and yields a new embed-
371 ding, nonparametric adversarial kernel matching reduces
372 the distribution divergence in the obtained embedding. After
373 feature and distribution alignment, a shared classifier con-
374 ducts the downstream tasks (e.g., text or image classifica-
375 tion). HANDA’s novelty is threefold. First, it extends ANDA
376 to heterogeneous domains. Second, it enhances dictionary

377learning to take advantage of labeled data in the source and
378target, and third, it enables joint feature and distribution
379alignment in a unified neural network architecture. We
380describe eachHANDA component next.

3814.1 Component #1: Shared Dictionary Learning (SDL)

382To minimize feature discrepancy, the source and target
383need to be mapped into the same subspace by domain-spe-
384cific projections Ps and Pt. This can be achieved by modify-
385ing (6) to get:

min
Ps;Pt;D;Rs;Rt

kPsXs �DRsk2F þ kPtXt �DRtk2F
þ �kRk1;

s.t. dik k2� 1; R ¼ ½Rs;Rt� (8Þ
387387

388

389where Ps
k�ms

and Pt
k�mt

are projections.Xs
ms�ns andXt

mt�nt
390are the source and target data.Dk�k is the shared dictionary,
391and Rs

k�ns and Rt
k�nt denote the aligned representations. To

392avoid degenerate solutions, Ps and Pt are often constrained
393to be orthogonal [50]. The minimization in (7) yields data
394representationsRs andRt that are in the same feature space.

3954.2 Component #2: Nonparametric Adversarial
396Kernel Matching

397Even though the obtained representationsRs andRt are in the
398same space, their distributions are different. Thus,minimizing
399distribution divergence is crucial for successful DA. MMD
400measures the distribution divergence of source and target via
401a ‘two-sample test,’ in which the source and target distribu-
402tions are the same under the null hypothesis. The distribution
403divergence can be minimized by learning a model fuð:Þ
404parameterized by u that minimizes theMMDdistance:

min
u

DkðfkðfuðRsÞÞ;fkðfuðRtÞÞÞ (9) 406406

407

408whereDkð:Þ is theMMDdistance with a mapping function
409of some kernel k. The explicit computation can be avoided by

Fig. 2. HANDA Architecture. The shared dictionary learning (left) and nonparametric adversarial kernel matching (middle) components operate on
the heterogeneous representations of source and target domain to reduce feature discrepancy via minimizing LSDL and to reduce distribution diver-
gence via minimizing LAdv, simultaneously. The Shared Classifier (right) component operates on the resultant representations via minimizing the
shared classification loss LC .

EBRAHIMI ET AL.: HETEROGENEOUS DOMAIN ADAPTATION WITH ADVERSARIAL NEURAL REPRESENTATION LEARNING: EXPERIMENTS ON... 5



410 applying the kernel trick kðx; x0Þ ¼ hfðxÞ;fðx0ÞiH [48], which
411 gives:

DkðXs;XtÞ , Exs;x0s ½kðxs; x0sÞ� � 2Exs;xt ½kðxs; xtÞ�
þ Ext;x0t ½kðxt; x0tÞ� (10Þ

413413

414

415 The test power ofDkð:Þ in (9) heavily relies on the choice of
416 the kernel k [44]. Low test power can preclude correctly dis-
417 tinguishing unlike source and target domains. To increase
418 the test power in DA, it is natural to search for the kernel that
419 maximizes the distance between source and target. Thus, (9)
420 can be re-written as:

min
u

max
k

DkðfkðfuðRsÞÞ;fkðfuðRtÞÞÞ (11)
422422

423

424 To cover a wide range of kernels (as opposed to a fixed
425 one), we parameterize the kernel using neural network M
426 and search for the optimal kernel by learning the network
427 parameters:

min
u

max
uM

DuM ðfuM
ðfuðRsÞÞ;fuM

ðfuðRtÞÞÞ (12)
429429

430

431 Inspired by the idea of adversarial kernel learning [44],
432 we suggest minimizing (12) via another neural network N
433 in a GAN-like fashion [14]. These two neural networks can
434 be trained in an adversarial manner to solve the minimax
435 problem in (13).

min
uN

max
uM

DuM ðfuM
ðfuN
ðRsÞÞ;fuM

ðfuN
ðRtÞÞÞ (13)

437437

438

439 Fig. 3 illustrates the abstract view of the adversarial game
440 defined in (13).
441 Transformed features obtained from dictionary learning
442 in the source and target domains participate in an adversar-
443 ial setup in which they are aligned via network N to mini-
444 mize the MMD distance between the domains, while
445 network M aims to maximize MMD, searching for the ker-
446 nel with maximal test power.

4474.3 Component #3: Shared Classifier for Source and
448Target

449With the aligned features and distributions, a shared neural
450network hC can be applied to output the class probability of
451each sample in the source and target, respectively. Given
452the suitability of hinge loss [51] in multi-class problems, the
453source and target classification losses are defined as Ls ¼
454LðhCðfuN

ðRsÞÞ; Y sÞ and Lt ¼ LðhCðfuN
ðRtÞÞ; Y tÞ, where Lð:Þ

455denotes the multi-class hinge loss.
456We obtain the objective function for the shared classifica-
457tion hypothesis hC by minimizing a convex combination of
458Ls and Lt [11], [40], as given in (14):

min
uC

1

2
ðLðhCðfuN

ðRsÞÞ; Y sÞ þ LðhCðfuN
ðRtÞÞ; Y tÞÞ

(14)
460460

461

462Finally, the total objective function of HANDA is obtained
463by aggregating the three losses in an adversarial manner:
464shared dictionary loss ðLSDLÞ obtained from (8), MMD dis-
465tance loss calculated via adversarial kernel matching ðLAdvÞ
466from (13), and combined classification losses in source and
467target ðLCÞ from (14). Thus, the total objective function for
468our proposedmethod is given by (15):

min
uN ;uC;QSDL

max
uM

bLSDL þ gLAdv þ LC (15)
470470

471

472where QSDL ¼ fPs; P t;D;Rs; Rtg is the set of parameters
473for dictionary learning. uN and uM denote the parameters of
474adversarial networks for kernel matching, and uC is the clas-
475sifier network’s parameters. b and g are the trade-off param-
476eters for the penalty incurred by corresponding losses. In
477Section 5, we demonstrate that these trade-off parameters
478can be empirically tuned via grid search.

4794.4 Learning Algorithm

480Past research has attempted to design DA algorithms that
481reduce target generalization error. Li et al. [5] offer a repre-
482sentation learning algorithm based on objective function
483optimization with a ‘fixed’ MMD kernel without kernel
484learning. Long et al. [11] propose a deep representation learn-
485ing algorithm with adversarial kernel learning. However,

Fig. 3. Abstract view of adversarial kernel matching. Network N aligns the distributions to fool Network M via minimizing MMD between the source
and target representations while networkM aims to yield the kernel with maximal test power between two distributions via maximizing MMD.
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486 their algorithm is designed for homogeneous DA. As shown
487 in model preliminaries, SDL and adversarial kernel learning
488 can reduce HDA target generalization errors. Hence, we are
489 motivated to incorporate SDL and nonparametric adversar-
490 ial kernel matching in our algorithm to reduce the target
491 error more effectively. We develop an algorithm to solve the
492 optimization problems for SDL in (8), nonparametric adver-
493 sarial kernel matching in (13), and classification in (14) via a
494 unified architecture. To achieve this, we incorporate SDL
495 into our model. In the SDL formulation in (8), if D is a low-
496 rank matrix, the ‘1 regularization term can be removed with-
497 out lack of generalization:

min
Ps;Pt;D;Rs;Rt

P sXs �DRsk k2Fþ PtXt �DRt
�� ��2

F

s.t. dik k2� 1; PsPsT ¼ I;PtP tT ¼ I (16Þ499499

500

501 where I denotes the identity matrix and the last two con-
502 straints ensure orthogonality. Ideally, the reconstruction
503 errors are reasonably close to 0, and the source and target
504 representations are expressed as R̂

s ¼ D�1PsXs and R̂
t ¼

505 D�1PtXt. Accordingly, we express Rs and Rt in the form of
506 products of three matrices where the first matrix is shared.
507 Specifically, we denote Rs

uABsXs and Rt
uABtXt, where

508 Bs and Bt approximate the domain-specific projections and
509 A approximates the shared projection. To approximate Rs

510 and Rt, we parameterize D�1, Ps, and Pt by fully connected
511 layers A, Bs, and Bt, respectively.
512 Such approximation enables us to integrate shared dic-
513 tionary learning into our neural network architecture. As a
514 result, (16) can be written as:

min
Ps;Pt;D;A;Bs;Bt

P sXs �DABsXsk k2Fþ PtXt �DABtXt
�� ��2

F

s.t. dik k2� 1; PsPsT ¼ I;PtP tT ¼ I(17Þ516516

517

518 To satisfy the orthogonality constraints on Ps and Pt in
519 (17), we enforce the weights of Bs and Bt to be orthogonal
520 after each gradient update. We also normalize the weights of
521 D and A to the unit vector. Since Rs and Rt are restricted to
522 be a function of Xs and Xt, the result of the optimization in
523 (17) is an upper bound for shared dictionary learning loss:

LSDLup ¼ PsXs �DABsXsk k2Fþ PtXt �DABtXt
�� ��2

F

(18)
525525

526

527 Given the approximated representations of Rs and Rt,
528 the other loss functions in objective (15) are re-written as in
529 (19) and (20):

LAdv ¼ DuM ðfMðfNðABsXsÞÞ;fMðfNðABtXtÞÞÞ (19Þ
LC ¼ 1

2
ðLðhCðfuN

ðABsXsÞÞ; Y sÞ
þ LðhCðfuN

ðABtXtÞÞ; Y tÞÞ (20Þ531531

532

533 All three losses can be minimized simultaneously via sto-
534 chastic gradient descent [44] in a unified neural network
535 architecture introduced by HANDA. Algorithm 1 summa-
536 rizes HANDA’s learning procedure to minimize these losses
537 simultaneously. Algorithm 1 alternates between minimizing
538 the feature discrepancy and minimizing the distribution
539 divergence until some convergence criterion is met or for a

540number of iterations. Code and datasets are available at
541https://github.com/mohammadrezaebrahimi/HANDA.
542Our algorithm differs from the heterogeneous method pro-
543posed in [5] in two aspects. First, we incorporate SDL in a uni-
544fied neural network architecture that allows utilizing the
545supervised loss to improve the quality of dictionary learning.
546The dictionary learning in [5] is unsupervised and does not
547account for the class variable in feature alignment, which
548could result in lack of discriminative properties in the pro-
549jected space. Second, our proposed neural network architec-
550ture offers an effective alternative for the mathematical
551optimization based on Lagrange multipliers in [5] via a
552numerical optimization (stochastic gradient-based) method
553that reduces distribution and feature mismatch simulta-
554neously. Later in the evaluation section we show the perfor-
555mance benefit gained from this property. Our method also
556differs from the homogeneous method offered in [13] in
557that HANDA does not use GAN. While GAN implements a
558minimax setting between a generator and discriminator, the
559minimax optimization in our approach is formulated for
560adversarial kernel matching between source and target distri-
561butions, as given in (19), to achieve domain invariance.

562Algorithm 1.HANDA Learning Procedure

5631: Input: trade-off parameters g and b; batch size for source
564data, target labeled data, and target unlabeled data: bs, bL,
565and bU ; # of updates of dictionary learning nd; # of updates
566of adversarial kernel matching na; # of updates of classifica-
567tion hinge loss nc.
5682: Output: Parameters A ,Bs, Bt,D, Ps, Pt, uN , uM , uC .
5693: Initialize parameters A;Bs; Bt;D; Ps; P t; uN; uM , uC .
5704: while LSDLup , LAdv, and LC have not converged do
5715: Randomly sample a minibatch of source data
572fðxs

i ; y
s
i Þgbsi¼1.

5736: Randomly sample a minibatch of target data
574fðxL

i ; y
L
i ÞgbLi¼1 and fðxU

i ÞgbUi¼1.
5757: Compute Rs ¼ ABsXs and Rt ¼ ABtXt.
5768: for t ¼ 1; 2; :::; nd do
5779: Compute shared dictionary learning lossLSDL using (18).
57810: Update A;Bs;Bt;D; Ps; P t using stochastic gradient
579descent to minimize LSDL.
58011: \cr Normalize weights to unit norm
58112: D clip ðD; 1Þ, A clipðA; 1Þ
58213: \cr Enforce orthogonality constraint
58314: Ps; P t; Bs; Bt  OrthðPs; P t; Bs; BtÞ
58415: end for
58516: for t ¼ 1; 2; :::; na do
58617: Compute adversarial loss for distribution alignment
587LAdv using (19).
58818: Update parameters uM using stochastic gradient descent
589to maximize LAdv.
59019: Update parameters uN;A;Bs;Bt via stochastic gradient
591descent to minimize LAdv.
59220: end for
59321: for t ¼ 1; 2; :::; nc do
59422: Compute classification loss LC using (20).
59523: Update uC; uN;A;Bs;Bt;D; Ps; P t using stochastic
596gradient descent to minimize LC .
59724: end for
59825: end while
59926: 27: returnA ,Bs, Bt,D, Ps, Pt, uN , uM , uC .
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600 5 EVALUATION

601 For a comprehensive evaluation,wemeasure bothHANDA’s
602 performance and its practical utility. We construct a large
603 testbed with three e-commerce datasets. To evaluate the per-
604 formance, we use two widely used e-commerce benchmarks
605 for image and multilingual text: Reuters Multilingual Collec-
606 tion and Office31 – Caltech256. To evaluate the practical util-
607 ity, we use a real-world e-commerce dataset from dark web
608 online markets with multilingual product descriptions. This
609 practical evaluation encompasses a real-world cybersecurity
610 case study, which is of value for cybersecurity applications.
611 Reuters Multilingual Collection contains 111,740 online
612 newswire articles with commercial themes in five languages:
613 English, French, German, Italian, and Spanish, across six
614 topics: Economics, Equity Markets, Finance, Industry, Social,
615 and Performance [52]. Consistent with other studies [8], [23],
616 we used Spanish as the target language and the other four
617 languages as sources. This dataset is used for performing
618 multi-class text classification task. Office31 – Caltech256 is an
619 extension of the original dataset created by Gong et al. [53],
620 and contains two popular heterogeneous image representa-
621 tions: Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) with 800 dimen-
622 sions [8] and Deep Convolutional Activation Features
623 (DeCAF) with 4,096 dimensions [54]. The dataset consists of
624 2,533 online images in 10 categories in four domains: Amazon
625 (A), downloaded from the Amazon website; Webcam (W),
626 taken by a low-resolution camera; DSLR (D), taken by a high-
627 resolution DSLR camera; and Caltech(C), selected from the
628 Caltech-256 dataset. Following other studies [8], [23], three
629 labeled samples from each category within the source
630 domain were used in training. This dataset is associated with
631 multi-class product image recognition task. In addition to
632 widely accepted benchmark e-commerce datasets, it is useful
633 to evaluate the practical utility of our model in a real-world
634 setting. To this end, given the recent rise of illegal onlinemar-
635 kets on the dark web, we developed crawlers for obtaining
636 data from nine illegal e-commerce platforms. Our new dark
637 web onlinemarkets dataset is an extension of the dataset pro-
638 posed in [55], which contains 94,175 product descriptions
639 (from seven English markets), 4,600 Russian, and 1,512
640 French product descriptions (Table 3). The dataset has been
641 labeled by three native speakers and two cybersecurity
642 experts and is publicly available from our GitHub repository.
643 To construct the training set, we randomly sampled product
644 descriptions in each language (2,584 products; 706 cyber
645 threats, 1,878 benign products). Since more English labeled
646 data is available, English markets are used as the source, and
647 Russian and Frenchmarkets are used as the targets. Each lan-
648 guage was manually labeled by a cybersecurity expert and a
649 native speaker. This dataset is used for cyber threat detection,
650 which is viewed as a binary classification task.
651 The current body of HDA research widely uses average
652 accuracy and standard deviation for performance evalua-
653 tion [5], [9], [29]. The average accuracy Accavg is defined as
654 follows:

Accavg ¼ 1

n

Xn
i¼1

jxt : xt 2 Xt; ŷt ¼ ytj
jxt : xt 2 Xtj (21)

656656

657

658 where x is a target instance, ŷt is the predicted class, yt

659 is the true class label, j:j denotes the cardinality of the

660corresponding set, and n is the number of runs. Standard
661deviation is also averaged over multiple runs of each model
662(often 10 times). Consistent with past HDA research, we use
663average accuracy and average standard deviation as evalua-
664tion metrics for comparing HANDA with the benchmark
665methods. Higher average accuracy and lower standard
666deviation suggest higher predictive performance. Note that
667since both benchmark datasets are not class imbalanced,
668accuracy is a sufficient measure for benchmark evaluations.
669However, for class imbalanced cybersecurity datasets, the
670Area Under receiver operating characteristic Curve (AUC)
671is the recommended performance measure since it empha-
672sizes both threat and non-threat classes [56] by establishing
673a trade-off between Type I and Type II errors [57]. Given the
674class imbalance in our case study, we use AUC as the per-
675formance metric. Higher AUC suggests higher predictive
676performance.
677We evaluate HANDA through three sets of experiments
678and one case study. Experiment #1 is aimed at evaluating
679HANDA against alternative state-of-the-art HDA methods
680(the top right and bottom right quadrants, shown in Table 2).
681This experiment compares HANDA’s performance to seven
682HDA methods, including HDA Network based on Autoen-
683coder (HDANA) [29], Cross-Domain Mapping (CDM) [8],
684Generalized Joint Distribution Adaptation (G-JDA) [21],
685Transfer Neural Trees (TNT) [28], Cross-Domain Landmark
686Selection (CDLS) [23], Semi-supervised Heterogeneous Fea-
687ture Augmentation (SHFA) [26], and Max-Margin Domain
688Transforms (MMDT) [27]. This experiment involves two
689reputable e-commerce datasets: Office31 – Caltech256 and
690Reuters Multilingual Collection. Experiment #2 focuses on
691the qualitative evaluation of DA [28] to verify its effective-
692ness by comparing the linear separability of target samples
693before and after DA through visualizing the intermediate
694representations on both Office31 – Caltech256 and Reuters
695Multilingual Collection. Experiment #3 targets convergence
696analysis [58] to investigate the convergence property of the
697objective functions corresponding to each HANDA compo-
698nent by assessing the stabilization of loss values during
699model training on the Office31 – Caltech256 benchmark
700dataset. Finally, a case study is conducted to verify practical

TABLE 3
Testbed for Cybersecurity Case Study

SMS: Support and Model Shift, JDA: Joint Distribution Adaptation, TCA:
Transfer Component Analysis; SymNets: Symmetric Networks; SBADA-
GAN: Symmetric Bi-directional ADAptive GAN; AC-GAN: Auxiliary Classi-
fier GAN; DAN: Domain Adaptation Networks; CyCADA: Cycle Consistent
Adversarial Domain Adaptation.
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701 utility on real-world products advertised in dark web online
702 markets as an emerging cybersecurity application.

703 5.1 Experiment #1: Performance Evaluation

704 Experiment #1 aims to evaluate HANDA’s performance
705 against the state-of-the-art HDA methods in two relevant
706 applications in international e-commerce platforms: multi-
707 lingual text classification and cross-domain product image
708 recognition. For multilingual text classification, following
709 the settings in [29], we summarize the results of domain
710 adaptation when Spanish is the target and English, French,
711 German, and Italian are the source languages, with 10 and 20
712 labeled target samples per class (Table 4). The average accu-
713 racy is obtained by running each experiment 10 times and
714 precedes the average standard deviation in Table 4 (sepa-
715 rated by 	). To see the effect of shared dictionary learning
716 and adversarial kernel matching in isolation, we also con-
717 ducted two baseline experiments with eliminating the
718 shared dictionary learning component (No SDL) and elimi-
719 nating the adversarial kernel matching component (No
720 Adv).We further compared the performance of the proposed
721 adversarial kernel matching alignment loss in HANDAwith
722 the entropy-based alignment loss proposed in [59], denoted
723 by HANDA (Entropy) in Table 4. b and g were obtained via
724 a small gird search as described in Experiment #1.1. The
725 higher performance of the proposed method is statistically
726 significant when compared to the second-best method, as
727 suggested by the paired t-test [60]. HANDA improves the
728 classification performance by approximately 2% across dif-
729 ferent source-target language pairs with statistically signifi-
730 cant margins. Additionally, the baseline experiments show
731 that both shared dictionary learning and adversarial kernel
732 matching contribute to achieving the state-of-the-art perfor-
733 mance. For cross-domain product image recognition, consis-
734 tent with [29], due to the lack of labeled data in the DSLR
735 domain, we choose the Amazon (A), Webcam(W), and Cal-
736 tech(C) domains as the source, and DSLR (D) as the target
737 domain. HANDA improves the average accuracy in all
738 domains by 1.1% on average (Table 5).
739 Overall, HANDA outperforms mathematical optimiza-
740 tion-based HDA methods in text classification and product

741image recognition (the top right quadrant in Table 2). More-
742over, HANDA outperforms the neural representation-based
743HDA alternatives (the bottom right quadrant in 2) in both
744text classification and product image recognition tasks.
745Outperforming HDANA suggests that domain invariance
746through adversarial learning can lead to better HDA. Out-
747performing TNT, in the image classification task by a signifi-
748cant margin suggests that simultaneous distribution and
749feature alignment are necessary for successful HDA.

7505.1.1 Experiment #1.1: Sensitivity to Parameters b and g

751As noted in Section 4, to empirically search the parameter
752space induced by b and g in (15), we conducted a grid search
753with four b values selected from {1e� 2; 1e� 3; 1e� 4;
7541e� 5} and four g values selected from {1e� 2; 1e� 1; 1; 10}.
755Following [12], reverse cross-validation [61] is adopted
756for hyperparameter tuning to ensure that validation is not

TABLE 4
Comparison of State-of-the-Art HDA Methods with HANDA on Multilingual Text Classification

(Accuracy and Standard Deviation); P-Values Significant at 0.05:*

TABLE 5
Cross-Features and Cross-Domain Comparison of State-of-the-
Art HDA Methods With HANDA on Product Image Recognition;

P-Values Significant at 0.05:*
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757 conducted on labeled target data. Table 6 shows the parame-
758 ter values associated with the best performance during the
759 empirical parameter tuning for b and g in (15) on multilin-
760 gual text dataset (with 10 and 20 labeled data in the source
761 domain) and product image dataset (with three labeled data
762 in the source domain).
763 As seen, a sparse search in the parameter space induced
764 by b and g yields the state-of-the-art performance reported
765 in Table 4. Additionally, the fact that b ¼ 1e� 4 and g ¼ 1
766 yields the best performance in the majority of domain adap-
767 tation experiments for both benchmark datasets signifies
768 that (15) is not unreasonably sensitive to parameter setting.

769 5.1.2 Experiment #1.2: Ablation Analysis

770 To further analyze the effect of the internal components of
771 HANDA architecture, we conducted two sets of ablation
772 experiments. The first set examines the effect of the depth of
773 the feature extractor. Best performances are shown in bold
774 face. As seen in Table 7, the results show performance
775 improvement with multiple hidden layers for both datasets.
776 It is observed that having three (and rarely four) hidden
777 layers adds marginal improvements compared to two hid-
778 den layers. That is, the majority of best performances are
779 attained with two hidden layers. As such, to promote a par-
780 simonious architecture that yields the best performance in
781 most heterogeneous domain adaptation tasks, we used a
782 neural net with two hidden layers as the feature extractor of
783 HANDA. The second set of experiments examines the con-
784 tribution of simultaneous learning of the shared dictionary
785 and adversarial kernel matching in the HANDA’s unified
786 framework versus the sequential learning of these two com-
787 ponents. In the sequential case, denoted by (SDL+Adv) in
788 Table 7, we conducted a two-step learning process, in which

789we first optimized HANDA’s shared dictionary learning
790loss (without involving adversarial kernel matching loss).
791Subsequently, we applied the adversarial kernel learning on
792the projected space obtained from the shared dictionary
793learning. The results suggest that simultaneous learning of
794the shared dictionary and adversarial kernel matching
795in HANDA’s unified architecture outperforms sequential
796learning on multilingual text classification dataset.

7975.2 Experiment #2: Qualitative Analysis

798In domain adaptation research, the quality of generated repre-
799sentations can be assessed via visualizing the obtained repre-
800sentations before and after DA [28]. The target representation
801from HANDA is visualized in 2-D space by t-distributed Sto-
802chastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [62] (Fig. 4). The deci-
803sion boundaries are obtained by linear SVM.
804As seen in Fig. 4a, target documents are not linearly sepa-
805rable before DA. The new representations obtained from
806HANDA lead to more linearly separable samples after
807domain adaptation from Italian (Fig. 4b), French (Fig. 4b),
808and English (Fig. 4d). The majority of documents in the
809‘Economics,’ ‘Social,’ and ‘Performance’ classes are distin-
810guished via light blue, light green, and dark red hyperplanes,
811respectively. The same effect is observed in the cross-domain
812product image recognition task as a result of DA (Fig. 5).
813Similarly, target images are not linearly separable before
814DA (Fig. 5a). A considerable number of product images in
815‘mouse’ (light red), ‘headphone’ (orange), ‘backpack’ (dark
816purple), ‘mug’ (light purple), and ‘keyboard’ (light green)
817cannot be distinguished (shown with a red circle). HANDA
818representations lead to more linearly separable samples after
819adaptation from Caltech to DSLR (Fig. 5b) compared to
820before adaptation (Fig. 5a). Almost all product images are
821classified correctly except the ‘laptop’ (light blue) and
822‘calculator’ (dark green) that have excessive visual similarity
823(both have a display and keypad).

8245.3 Experiment #3: Convergence Analysis

825The quality of adversarial training is often empirically veri-
826fied by investigating the convergence property of the losses
827[58]. We monitor adversarial kernel learning, shared dictio-
828nary learning, and classification loss on Office31 – Cal-
829tech256. All three losses stabilize after 1,000 training batches
830(red markers in Fig. 6). Although both dictionary learning
831and adversarial kernel learning have non-convex objective
832functions, they both converge in all three domains (Amazon
833(Fig. 6a), Caltech (Fig. 6b), and Webcam (Fig. 6c)).

TABLE 6
Results of Empirical Parameter Tuning for b and g in (15)

on Multilingual Text Dataset and Image Product
Recognition Dataset

HDA Task 10 Labels / 3 Labels 20 Labels

bðSDLÞ gðAdvÞ bðSDLÞ gðAdvÞ
EN ! SP 1e� 5 1 1e� 2 1e� 4
FR! SP 1e� 4 1 1e� 5 1
GR! SP 1e� 4 1 1e� 1 1e� 4
IT ! SP 1e� 4 1 1e� 4 1
A! D 1e� 1 1e� 4 � �
C ! D 1e� 4 1 � �
W ! D 1e� 4 1 � �

TABLE 7
Ablation Analysis of the Depth of Feature Extractor in Multilingual Text Classification Dataset and Product Image Recognition Dataset

Model 10 Labeled Samples per Target Class 20 Labeled Samples per Target Class

EN ! SP FR! SP GR! SP IT ! SP EN ! SP FR! SP GR! SP IT ! SP

1-layer 73:0	 0:4 72:7	 0:5 71:6	 0:6 72:2	 0:5 77:5	 0:2 77:9	 0:5 79:6	 0:3 78:4	 0:4
2-layer 74:574:5	 0:40:4 74:2	 0:4 73:873:8	 0:50:5 74:0	 0:6 79:8	 0:3 80:080:0	 0:40:4 80:580:5	 0:20:2 79:279:2	 0:50:5
3-layer 74:4	 0:3 74:774:7	 0:60:6 72:2	 0:7 74:374:3	 0:70:7 80:0	 0:4 79:3	 0:3 80:1	 0:4 79:1	 0:5
4-layer 74:2	 0:5 74:0	 0:5 72:5	 0:5 73:5	 0:6 80:280:2	 0:40:4 79:3	 0:4 79:5	 0:3 78:3	 0:6
5-layer 72:3	 0:7 72:5	 0:7 72:0	 0:8 72:1	 0:9 79:5	 0:5 78:6	 0:5 78:2	 0:5 77:9	 0:6
SDL+Adv (Sequential) 71:1	 0:4 71:2	 0:5 70:4	 0:5 69:9	 0:6 76:6	 0:4 76:2	 0:5 75:8	 0:5 75:2	 0:5
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834 In sum, with our feature and distribution alignment
835 approaches, HANDA is able to outperform extant HDA
836 methods in image recognition and text classification tasks.
837 Specifically, outperforming HANDA alternatives, HDANA
838 and TNT, shows that simultaneous feature and distribution
839 alignment with a focus on domain invariance can lead to bet-
840 ter HDA. HANDA can alleviate the lack of training data in e-
841 commerce applications and improve product search and
842 indexing in online markets. Furthermore, HANDA shows
843 loss convergence property during the adversarial training
844 process. This suggests that HANDA can be robust and gener-
845 alizable to unknown domains. Finally, the domain-invariant
846 representations obtained from HANDA are of high quality
847 and can increase the performance of downstream text and
848 image classification tasks.

8495.4 Cybersecurity Case Study

850It is useful to assess the utility of HDA models in real-
851world applications, in addition to common benchmark
852evaluations. Monitoring products sold on dark web mar-
853kets is an emerging area in cybersecurity that can highly
854benefit from HDA in providing actionable cyber threat
855intelligence. We demonstrate the practical utility of the
856HANDA framework on a real-world cybersecurity data-
857set obtained from English, Russian, and French dark
858web markets. This case study has two main purposes.
859First, it aims to assess if a model that is trained by Algo-
860rithm 1 on English markets can aid the detection of
861cyber threats in Russian and French markets in practice.
862Second, it is meant to show examples of cyber threats
863that are recognized by HANDA but would be missed in
864the absence of DA. To gauge the performance improve-
865ment offered by HANDA, we compare the AUC to a
866neural network without DA (Fig. 7).
867To this end, a feedforward neural network (NN) trained
868on Russian and French markets serves as a baseline.
869HANDA was trained on English markets as the source,
870while Russian and French were the targets. HANDA
871increases the AUC in Russian markets by 3% (from 0.96 to
8720.98). Similarly, HANDA results in a 4% AUC increase in
873French markets (from 0.85 to 0.89). Table 8 shows the exam-
874ples of products that HANDA identifies in Russian and
875French as cyber threats, but are missed by the baseline NN
876without DA. By juxtaposing the training samples, testing
877samples, and model’s output, we discovered that there
878were no instances of “Trojan” in the French training set.
879Nevertheless, HANDA was able to identify the Trojan as a
880cyber threat in the French testing set, showing that our
881model is able to learn from Trojan instances in the source

Fig. 4. Qualitative Comparison of HANDA Before and After Domain
Adaptationin in Multilingual Text Classification. Target samples have
been visualized in 2-D before and after domain adaptation from Italian
(b), French (c), and English (d) to Spanish.

Fig. 5. Qualitative Comparison of HANDA Before and After Domain
Adaptation in Cross-Domain Product Image Recognition. Target sam-
ples are visualized in 2-D before (a) and after (b) domain adaptationfrom
Caltech to DSLR domain.

Fig. 6. Convergence Analysis of HANDA on Amazon (a), Caltech (b),
and Webcam (c) Domains for Image Recognition Task on Office31-Cal-
tech256 Dataset. Loss variations stabilize after a certain number of itera-
tions in all domains.

Fig. 7. HANDA’s AUC on Russian and French Dark Web Online Mar-
kets. Note: Softmax function was applied to all network outputs to obtain
the probabilities for AUC calculation.
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882 (English) dataset. This implies that the domain adaptation
883 from English to French allows HANDA to distinguish the
884 ‘unseen’ examples in the target language that are not pres-
885 ent in the training set. As a result, HANDA can significantly
886 increase the cyber threat intelligence performance in dark
887 web markets with limited training data.

888 6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

889 Given the growing adoption of machine learning models to
890 analyze novel online markets, adapting previously learned
891 models to unseen domains is a promising strategy. The adap-
892 tation process is challenging when dealing with heteroge-
893 neous domains where the source and target domains differ in
894 both feature space and data distribution. This poses a signifi-
895 cant problem in e-commerce and emerging fields such as
896 cybersecurity. HDA is a crucial approach to address this
897 emerging challenge. However, most extant HDA methods
898 focus on minimizing the distance via non-neural representa-
899 tions, which may suffer from a lack of transferability. Adver-
900 sarially learned representations have been shown to yield
901 more transferrable representations. Nonetheless, they are not
902 designed for HDA problems. To address this gap, we devel-
903 oped a novel framework for Heterogeneous Adversarial
904 Neural Domain Adaptation (HANDA), a neural network
905 architecture that employs dictionary learning and nonpara-
906 metric adversarial kernel matching to jointly minimize the
907 feature space discrepancy and distribution divergence in a
908 unified architecture. HANDA extends adversarial domain
909 adaptation for heterogeneous domains and incorporates
910 shared dictionary learning in a neural network architecture to
911 benefit from labeled data.We conducted in-depth evaluations
912 to evaluate HANDA’s performance against state-of-the-art
913 HDA methods in two benchmark learning tasks in common

914e-commerce applications (i.e., product image recognition and
915multilingual text classification). HANDA improves the classi-
916fication performance on the benchmark datasets with statisti-
917cally significant results. HANDA can be employed to
918improve product search and indexing in online markets. We
919also showed the advantage of utilizing HANDA in emerging
920dark web online markets. HANDA is able to better identify
921cyber threats among the products sold on dark web online
922markets. Two promising future directions are envisioned.
923First, improving the interpretability of the model by incorpo-
924rating components such as attention mechanism can shed
925light on the DA process in HANDA. Second, given the preva-
926lence of sequence data in e-commerce applications, extending
927HANDA to account for the temporal factor in sequential
928inputs is another promising area inHDA research.
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